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Sarah Reveley's Bio 

In her own words: 
"I am a Sixth Generation Texan who was born and raised in San Antonio. My mother’s family is among 
the first group of New  Braunfels settlers (arriving in the second boat) in 1844. Louisa Heuser Wueste, 
Texas’ first woman portrait artist is a distant cousin. She lived next door to my great grandfather in 
Gummersbach, Germany." 
 
"I have two cats Adam & Eve, three ex-husbands, one adopted yellow lab named Beans, no kids, thus no 
grandkids, and finally no job so I can explore as much as I want. I graduated from the University of Texas 
back when there was only ONE University of Texas not all this AT stuff. I was raised on Sunday drives 
and family stories, so as I slide into my second childhood I am filling it with family stories and Sunday 
drives any day of the week."  
 
On Photography:  
I have the very cheapest digital and have no idea how to set it other than turn the flash on and off. Some 
days Mother Nature helps me. Some views are just good views. It isn't the camera, it's what's in front of 
you. 
 
I try to be careful with angles and composition and I crop out anything distracting. I take my time to find 
the best angle, and delete the bad ones. My degree is in commercial interior design, so I learned all about 
composition, balance, etc. Now that we have a big viewer on these little cameras it's easy. 
 
I take steering wheel pictures all the time, resting my little camera on its side on top of the steering wheel, 
that's why there are spots sometimes, from the bugs on the windshield. Verticals give me a good shot of 
the sky.  
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